ASIA PACIFIC - SINGAPORE

DIPLOMA IN COACHING SUPERVISION

CSA is the global leader in the provision of first-class supervision training for coaches,
leaders, HR and senior managers. Our graduates across the world have the skills and
the knowledge that are needed to excel in the international supervision market.
Who would enjoy this programme? Experienced coaches,
HR Directors and people professionals who wish to take their
practice to another level; to offer supervision to others; and to
deepen their way of being in the wider portfolio of their work.
Also, executive coaches who wish to be well placed in an
expanding market for coaching supervisors.
What will you learn? This elite 12 month programme offers
training in several key supervision models for individual, and
group, supervision. The programme also offers embodied
presence work, advanced dialogue practice, field awareness,
creative approaches, writing as reflective practice,
psychological theories to support understanding and much
more.
How is learning achieved? The students are accompanied
through the programme by a highly skilled team of professional
trainers and tutors alongside pre-course reading, personal
learning objectives, 7 face-to-face days, small group tutorials,
webinars, peer practice sessions, regular reading, journal
writing, written assignments and 25 hours of supervision
practice with 8 hours own supervision.
The CSA Diploma in Coaching Supervision is accredited
by EMCC and approved for ICF 81 CCEUs (46 Core
Competency, 27 Resource Development plus 8 Core
Competency for individual supervision).

“I came to the programme thinking it would make me a coach for
coaches, but the joy was the discovery that supervision is a
distinctive, additive and fascinating relationship.
I was challenged, extended and supported by the tutors, my
supervisor and my triad in stepping into this new space. The
journey is demanding but the rewards are enormous.”
Carole Pemberton, CSA Graduate 2017, Executive Coach and
Author

CSA Asia Pacific starts October 2020
To find out more visit:

https://coachingsupervisionacademy.com/csa-diploma/
csa-diploma-asia-pacific/
Contact:
Sam Fremantle: sam@csa-ap.com for further information
and application process.
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